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 A Coloring Problem in Hamming Spaces
 P A T R I C R . J . O ¨  S T E R G A ˚  R D
 The  R -domatic number of a graph is the maximum number of colors that can be used to
 color the vertices of the graph so that all vertices of the graph have at least one vertex of each
 color within distance  R .  In this paper the problem of determining the  R -domatic number of the
 n -cube ,  P ( n ,  R ) ,  is considered . The value  P (6 ,  1)  5  5 is settled , and a conjecture by Laborde
 that  P ( n ,  1)  ,  n  as  n  tends to infinity is proved . Best known upper and lower bounds on the
 R -domatic number of the  n -cube are given for  n  <  16 and  R  <  7 .
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 1 .  I N T R O D U C T I O N
 The problem to be considered in this paper has earlier been discussed both in a
 graph-theoretic and a coding-theoretic context . A  dominating set  in an undirected
 graph  G  5  ( V ,  E ) is a set of vertices  D  Ô  V  such that each vertex in  V  \ D  is adjacent to
 at least one vertex in  D .  This concept can be stated in a more general form : an
 R - dominating set  is a set of vertices  D  Ô  V  such that each vertex in  V  is at distance at
 most  R  from some vertex in  D .  The dominating ( R -dominating) number of a graph is
 the minimum number of vertices in a dominating ( R -dominating) set .
 In reference [4] , Cockayne and Hedetniemi introduced the concept of the  domatic
 number  to denote the maximum number of subsets in a partition of  V  such that all
 subsets are dominating sets . Zelinka [17] replaced dominating sets by  R -dominating
 sets to obtain the definition of the  R - domatic number  of a graph . For some recent
 results on the domatic number problem , see reference [3] .
 In this paper the  R -domatic number of the  n -dimensional hypercube ( n -cube) is
 discussed . Now , since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of the
 n -cube and the words in the  n -dimensional binary Hamming space , we can state the
 problem in coding-theoretic terms .
 Let  F  5  h 0 ,  1 j  and  F  n  5  F  %  F  %  .  .  .  %  F  ( n  times) be the set of binary words of length
 n ; that is ,  F  n  is the  n -dimensional binary Hamming space . The Hamming distance
 d ( x ,  y )  between two words  x ,  y  P  F  n  is the number of co-ordinates in which they dif fer .
 The Hamming weight  wt ( x ) of a word  x  P  F  n  is the number of non-zero co-ordinates .
 The covering radius of a code  C  Ô  F  n  is the smallest  R  such that all words in  F  n  are
 within Hamming distance at most  R  from at least one codeword in  C .
 A dominating set in graph theory corresponds to a  co y  ering code  in coding theory .
 The  R -dominating number of the  n -cube corresponds to the minimum cardinality of a
 binary code of length  n  and covering radius  R .  In coding theory , this function is
 denoted  K ( n ,  R ) ,  and a binary covering code of length  n  with covering radius  R  and  M
 codewords is said to be an ( n ,  M ) R  code . See reference [5] for an introduction to
 covering codes .
 In Section 2 earlier results on this problem are discussed . In Section 3 upper and
 lower bounds on the  R -domatic number of the  n -cube are calculated and a conjecture
 by Laborde is proved . The bounds are collected in Table 1 in Section 4 for  n  <  16 and
 R  <  7 .
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 2 .  E A R L I E R R E S U L T S
 We introduce the concept  P ( n ,  R ) to denote the  R -domatic number of the  n -cube .
 Using the terminology in [9 , 14] , this is the maximum number  k  such that the code
 C  5  F  n  has ( k ,  0)-subnorm ( R ,  R ) .  Also here , we call a partition of  F  n  corresponding to
 a value  P ( n ,  R )  acceptable .  In this paper we exclusively study binary codes . However ,
 many of the results can easily be generalized to  q -ary codes with  q  >  3 .
 As early as in 1964 , Golomb and Posner [7] studied this problem for  R  5  1 and  q - ary
 codes , and considered the function  w ( n ,  q ) ; thus  P ( n ,  1)  5  w ( n ,  2) .  They gave exact
 values and best known upper bounds for  q  <  10 and  n  <  11 .
 Since the seminal paper of Golomb and Posner appeared , results on the problem
 have been published sporadically . Carnielli [2] was the first to generalize the function
 introduced by Golomb and Posner to arbitrary  R  >  1 .  Carnielli gave a table of known
 exact values for the coloring problem for  q  <  9 , n  <  8 and  R  ,  n .  Other contributions
 include papers by Zelinka [16 , 18] and Laborde [12] .
 3 .  U P P E R  A N D L O W E R B O U N D S
 Since all codes in an acceptable partition have cardinality at least  K ( n ,  R ) ,  we obtain
 the followng very useful upper bound .
 T H E O R E M 1 .  P ( n ,  R )  <  2 n  / K ( n ,  R ) .
 When the exact value of  K ( n ,  R ) is not known , which is usually the case , the best
 known lower bound is used to obtain an upper bound on  P ( n ,  R ) .  It is easily seen that
 P ( n ,  1)  <  n  1  1 ,  with equality exactly for  n  5  2 p  2  1 , p  >  1 [12] .
 Good lower bounds on  P ( n ,  R ) are obtained by construction . Before proceeding
 with general construction methods , we first prove an exact value . The codes in the
 proof were found by computer search using a method similar to that in [14 , Section
 IV] .
 T H E O R E M 2 .  P (6 ,  1)  5  5 .
 P R O O F .  From [12] we know that 4  <  P (6 ,  1)  <  5 .  The lower bound is raised by
 finding 5 disjoint covering codes . Actually , 5 such codes can be found even without
 using all words in the space . These are :
 000000  000001  000010  000011  000101
 000110  001110  000100  001000  001010
 001011  010011  001001  001101  010010
 001100  010100  010000  010001  011001
 010101  011000  010111  010110  011100
 011010  011101  011110  011011  011111
 100101  100010  100001  100100  100000
 101010  100111  101000  101001  100011
 110011  101011  101111  101110  100110
 110100  101100  110110  110010  101101
 111001  110001  111011  110111  110101
 111111  111110  111101  111100  111010
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 The following 4 words can belong to any subcode : 000111 , 001111 , 110000 and
 111000 .  h
 All constructions in the sequel have been developed from construction methods for
 covering codes . The first bounds are quite trivial . A complicated proof of part (c) of the
 next theorem was given in [18 , Theorem 1] .
 T H E O R E M 3 .  (a)  P ( n ,  R )  5  2 n , if n  <  R .
 (b)  P ( n  1  1 ,  R )  >  P ( n ,  R ) .
 (c)  P ( n  1  1 ,  R  1  1)  >  2 P ( n ,  R ) .
 P R O O F .  Let  C  5  F  n  5  C 1  <  C 2  <  .  .  .  <  C P ( n ,R ) be an acceptable partition corre-
 sponding to  P ( n ,  R ) :
 (a)  Let each code in the partition contain one word .
 (b)  Let  C i 9  5  C i  %  h 0 ,  1 j .  Now  C i 9 has the same covering radius as  C i  ,  and the new codes
 partition the space  F  n 1 1 .
 (c)  Let  C i 9  5  C i  %  h 0 j  and  C i 0  5  C i  %  h 1 j .  The codes  C i 9 and  C i 0  have covering radius at
 most  R  1  1 and their union partitions  F  n 1 1 .  h
 We can often do better than part (c) by using the following theorem . The definition
 of a  normal  binary code was given for linear codes in [8] and was extended to
 non-linear codes in [5] . The ADS construction can be used to construct an ( n 1  1  n 2  2  1 ,
 M 1 M 2 / 2) R 1  1  R 2 code  A  % ~  B  from a normal ( n 1  ,  M 1 ) R 1 code  A  and a normal
 ( n 2  ,  M 2 ) R 2  code  B  [5 , Theorem 11] . We now say that an acceptable partition
 corresponding to  P ( n ,  R ) is normal if all codes in the partition are normal .
 T H E O R E M 4 .  If there are normal acceptable partitions corresponding to P ( n 1  ,  R 1 )  and
 P ( n 2  ,  R 2 ) , then P ( n 1  1  n 2  2  1 , R 1  1  R 2 )  >  P ( n 1  ,  R 1 ) P ( n 2  ,  R 2 ) .
 P R O O F .  Let  C  5  F  n 1  5  C 1  <  C 2  <  .  .  .  <  C P ( n 1 ,R 1 ) and  C 9  5  F
 n 2  5  C 9 1  <  C 9 2  <  .  .  .  <
 C 9 P ( n 2 ,R 2 )  be normal acceptable partitions corresponding to  P ( n 1  ,  R 1 ) and  P ( n 2  ,  R 2 ) ,
 respectively . Then the codes  C i  % ~  C j 9 ,  1  <  i  <  P ( n 1  ,  R 1 ) ,  1  <  j  <  P ( n 2  ,  R 2 ) ,  have length
 n 1  1  n 2  2  1  and covering radius at most  R 1  1  R 2 [5 , Theorem 11] . There are
 P ( n 1  ,  R 1 ) P ( n 2  ,  R 2 )  such codes . The fact that the words in the codes are exactly the
 words in  F  n 1  % ~  F  n 2  5  F  n 1 1 n 2 2 1 concludes the proof .  h
 The new codes obtained by this construction are also normal [5 , Theorem 11] , on
 which the construction can thus be repeated .
 There is an ef fective construction that gives good covering codes with  R  5  1 of length
 2 n  1  1 from codes of length  n  [5 , Theorem 13] : Let  C  be an ( n ,  M )1 code . Then the
 code consisting of the words  u u u  u  1  y  u pi  ( u ) u  for  u  P  F  n ,  y  P  C  and  pi  ( u )  5  wt ( u )  mod  2
 proves  K (2 n  1  1 ,  1)  <  2 n M .  This construction can be used to prove the following
 theorem .
 T H E O R E M 5 .  P (2 n  1  1 ,  1)  >  2 P ( n ,  1) .
 P R O O F .  For all codes  C i  in a partition corresponding to  P ( n ,  1) ,  we construct the
 codes consisting of the words  u u u  u  1  y  u pi  ( u ) u  and of the words  u u u  u  1  y  u pi  ( u ) u  for  u  P  F  n ,
 y  P  C i  and  pi  ( u )  5  wt ( u )  mod  2 . The new codes all have  R  5  1 and are disjoint . The
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 theorem now follows , since the total number of words in all codes is 2  ?  2 n  ?  2 n  5  2 2 n 1 1
 and there are 2 P ( n ,  1) codes .  h
 Linear codes can be used as building blocks in the partitions . The Hamming codes ,
 for example , constitute an important class of good linear codes . A table of bounds for
 binary linear covering codes can be found in [1] .
 T H E O R E M 6 .  If there is an  [ n ,  k ] R code , then P ( n ,  R )  >  2 n 2 k .
 P R O O F .  Just take the 2 n 2 k  cosets of the linear code to be the subcodes of the
 partitioning .  h
 In [12] , Laborde conjectured that  P ( n ,  1)  ,  n  as  n  tends to infinity , and showed that
 this implies that  K ( n ,  1)  ,  2 n  / n  as  n  tends to infinity . The latter conjecture was later
 proved by Kabatyanskii and Panchenko [11] . We shall now show how the ideas in [11]
 can be used directly to prove the former conjecture . The bounds obtained in the
 following theorem are essential in the proof .
 T H E O R E M 7 .  If p  ,  2 r is a prime or a prime power , then P ((  p i  2  1)(2 r  2  1) / (  p  2
 1) ,  1)  >  p i for i  >  2 .
 P R O O F .  If  p  is a prime or a prime power , then there is a  p -ary Hamming code of
 length (  p i  2  1) / (  p  2  1) , i  >  2 .  This code and its cosets (  p i  codes altogether) have
 covering radius 1 and partition the (  p i  2  1) / (  p  2  1)-dimensional  p -ary Hamming space .
 From these codes an equal amount of 2 r -ary codes are constructed by encoding all
 co-ordinates using the rules 0  5  0 ,  .  .  .  , (  p  2  2)  5  (  p  2  2) ,  (  p  2  1)  5  h (  p  2
 1) ,  .  .  .  ,  (2 r  2  1) j  in all possible ways . All the codes obtained have covering radius 1 [15 ,
 Theorem 12] and partition the (  p i  2  1) / (  p  2  1)-dimensional 2 r -ary Hamming space .
 In the final stage we again encode the co-ordinates ; this time the encoding scheme is
 i  5  C i  ,  where the codes  C i  are the binary Hamming code of length 2 r  2  1 and its cosets .
 As there are exactly 2 r  cosets , the codes obtained (there are still  p i  codes) partition the
 binary space  F  (  p
 i 2 1)(2 r 2 1)/(  p 2 1) .  Their covering radius is 1 as required [6 , Theorem 3 ; 15 ,
 Theorem 17] . This completes the proof .  h
 This theorem gives one lower bound in Table 1 in the next section ; namely ,
 P (12 ,  1)  >  9  for  p  5  3 , r  5  2 and  i  5  2 .  The following result , also used in [11] , is needed
 in the proof of Theorem 8 .
 L E M M A 1 .  Let p ( x )  denote the largest prime less than x . Then  lim x 5 `  p ( x ) / x  5  1 .
 P R O O F .  The lemma follows if we can prove that there is a 0  ,  θ  ,  1 such that when
 x  is suf ficiently large , we can always find a prime in the interval  x  2  x θ  ,  p  ,  x .  This
 was proven by Hoheisel in 1930 ; see [10] .  h
 We now present the main theorem of this paper . The proof is a slight modification of
 the proof by Kabatyanskii and Panchenko [11] .
 T H E O R E M 8 .  lim n 5 `  P ( n ,  1) / n  5  1 .
 P R O O F .  We shall show that lower bounds that prove this theorem can be obtained
 using Theorems 7 , 5 and 3(b) . When Theorem 5 is applied to the bound in Theorem 7 ,
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 we obtain the following series of bounds (by varying  j ,  one series is obtained) :
 P (2 j (  p i  2  1)(2 r  2  1) / (  p  2  1)  1  (2 j  2  1) ,  1)  >  2 j p i .  Let  l ( i ,  j )  5  2 j (  p i  2  1)(2 r  2  1) / (  p  2
 1)  1  (2 j  2  1) .  For these lengths we have
 P ( l ( i ,  j ) ,  1)
 l ( i ,  j )
 >
 2 j p i (  p  2  1)
 2 j (  p i  2  1)(2 r  2  1)  1  (  p  2  1)(2 j  2  1)
 >
 p i (  p  2  1)
 (  p i  2  1)(2 r  2  1)  1  (  p  2  1)
 5
 p i (  p  2  1)
 p i (2 r  2  1)  2  (2 r  2  p )
 >
 p i (  p  2  1)
 p i (2 r  2  1)
 5
 p  2  1
 2 r  2  1
 .
 This fraction can be made arbitrarily close to 1 by choosing  r  suf ficiently large (by
 Lemma 1 ; furthermore ,  P ( n ,  1) / n  is upper bounded by ( n  1  1) / n  5  1  1  1 / n ) .
 Now note that , for a fixed value of  i ,  we have 2 k 1 j  2  1  <  l ( i ,  j )  ,  2 k 1 j 1 1  2  1 for some
 k .  This holds for all values of  i  (the value of  k  depends on  i ) ,  and we shall now show
 that these series take values in such a way that for lengths not in these series , we can
 apply Theorem 3(b) and still obtain the desired value of the limit .
 This is done by showing that the values of  l ( i ,  j ) are suf ficiently close to those of
 l ( i  1  1 ,  j )  for any  i .  To make the series ‘synchronized’ , we shall see that  l ( i ,  r ) is close to
 l ( i  1  1 ,  0) : namely ,
 l ( i  1  1 ,  0)
 l ( i ,  r )
 5
 p i 1 1  2  1
 2 r (  p i  2  1)  1  p  2  1
 5
 p (  p i  2  1)  1  (  p  2  1)





 It can further be shown that  l ( i  1  1 ,  k ) / l ( i ,  k  1  r )  ,  1  2  f  (  p ,  r )  ,  1 .  Thus , from
 Theorem 5 and Theorem 3(b) , we obtain that for lengths  l ( i  1  1 ,  k )  <  l  ,  l ( i ,  k  1  r ) ,
 P ( l ,  1) / l  >  p (  p  2  1) / (2 r (2 r  2  1)) ,  which again can be made arbitrarily close to 1 .
 It still remains to show that there is an  l 9 such that all  l  >  l 9 belong to some interval
 l ( i  1  1 ,  k )  <  l  ,  l ( i ,  k  1  r ) .  To prove this , we use the fact that  l ( i  1  1 ,  k ) / l ( i ,  k  1  r )  ,
 1  2  f  (  p ,  r )  ,  1 .  This implies that there is an  m  such that (1  2  f  (  p ,  r )) m  ,  1 / 2 ,  which
 yields the result that  l (2  1  m ,  k )  .  l (2 ,  k  1  rm  2  1) ( 5   l (2 ,  k  1  rm ) / 2  ) .  This completes
 the proof ; a series  l ( i  1  1 ,  j ) comes a little bit behind the series  l ( i ,  j ) ,  and after at most
 m  series we have reached the first one ( i  5  2) .  h
 4 .  T H E T A B L E
 Exact values and bounds for  P ( n ,  R ) are collected in Table 1 . The upper bounds for
 all entires follow from Theorem 1 . We have used the lower bounds on  K ( n ,  R ) in [13]
 in these calculations . Theorems 2 – 7 give the lower bounds in the table . Partitions with
 the following normal codes have been used in Theorem 4 : the codes in Theorem 2 , the
 (3 ,  2)1 and (7 ,  16)1 Hamming codes [8 , Corollary 8] and codes obtained from these . If a
 bound can be obtained in several ways , only one is indicated .
 The theorems presented in this paper give good bounds also for entries outside the
 range of Table 1 . Interesting improvements on some of these bounds were given in [6] .
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 T ABLE 1
 P ( n ,  R ) , n  <  16 , R  <  7

























 8 – 9
 8 – 9
 8 – 11
 9 e  – 11
 10 c  – 13








 16 – 18
 20 b  – 23
 32 b  – 34
 32 – 44
 32 – 56
 40 b  – 67
 64 b  – 84
 64 – 104
 64 – 106







 64 – 73
 80 b  – 113
 128 b  – 170
 128 – 227
 128 – 292
 256 d  – 372
 256 – 468








 256 – 292
 320 b  – 512
 512 b  – 774
 512 – 1092
 512 – 1489









 1024 – 1170
 1280 b  – 2048
 2048 b  – 3640










 4096 – 4681









 16  384 b
 16  384
 Unmarked entries , Theorem 1 and [13] (upper bounds) ; Theorem 3 (lower bounds) .
 a  Theorem 2 ;  b  Theorem 4 ;  c  Theorem 5 ;  d  Theorem 6 and [1] , Hamming codes ;
 e  Theorem 7 .
 The results in [6 , Theorems 5 and 9] imply that , for example ,  P (23 ,  2)  >  256 and
 P (31 ,  3)  >  4096 .
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